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INTRODUCTION 
 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) have received great 
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(Meador et. al., 2006) and inhalation in air are the major routes 
of PAHs exposure in humans (Nkpaa et al., 2013). 
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ABSTRACT 

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) have received great attention due to their potential adverse 
human health and ecosystem impacts. PAHs can readily be adsorb by plants via particulate organic 
matter such as soil sediments. This study evaluates the concentration of PAHs in vegetables in 
Rumuosi and Choba, Port Harcourt Metropolis, Rivers State, Nigeria. A total component of PAHs 
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˃ bitter leaf ˃ pumpkin. The results indicate that PAHs concentrations in vegetables from 
Rumuosi and Choba are high and, thus, consumption of these vegetables may pose significant health 
risk to the populace who consume them on a regular basis. The communities in the study area should 
take a proactive and public stand against individuals who engage in illegal activities such as 

ustion of hydrocarbon materials, bunkering and artisanal refining. These activities result in a 
huge environmental footprint, seriously impacting livelihood and public health.
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Therefore, this study assesses the polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbon concentration in some vegetables in Rivers State, 
Nigeria 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
Study area: Rumuosi and Choba has a tragic history of 
pollution from vehicle congestion as oil well fires; although no 
systematic scientific information has been available about the 
ensuing contamination. 
 
Collection of test samples processing: Fresh samples of 
vegetables were collected from different farmlands. At each 
site, bitter leaf, water leaf and pumpkin leaf of similar size of 
each species were collected, cleaned and wrapped in aluminum 
foils, then kept frozen in an ice chest before transported to the 
laboratory for analysis. 
 
Processing of vegetables and analysis: The vegetables 
samples were dried in an oven for 144h and pulverized with 
blender (National, MX 795N, Japan) and kept in air tight 
containers prior to extraction process. Two grams (2g) of 
sample were weighed into a clean extraction container (50ml 
beaker) and 10ml of dichloromethane (extraction solvent) was 
added into the sample and thoroughly mixed and allowed to 
settle. The sample was carefully filtered into clean solvent 
rinsed extraction bottle, using filter paper fitted into Buchner 
funnels. The extract was concentrated to 2 ml and then 
transferred for cleanup/separation.  
 
Cleanup/separation: One (1cm) of moderately packed glass 
wool was placed at the bottom of 10mm ID * 250mm Loup 
chromatographic column. Slurry of 2g activated silica in 10ml 
methylene chloride was prepared and placed into the 
chromatographic column. To the top of the column was added 
0.5cm of sodium sulphate. The column was rinsed with 
additional 10ml methylene chloride and pre-eluted with 20ml 
of dichloromethane. This was allowed to flow through the 
column at a rate of about 2minutes until the liquid in the 
column was just above the sulphate layer. Immediately 1ml of 
the extracted samples was transferred into the column. The 
extraction bottle was rinsed with 1ml of dichloromethane and 
added to the column as well. The stop clock of the column was 
opened and the element was collected with a 10ml graduated 
cylinder. Just prior to exposure of the sodium sulphate layer to 
air, dichloromethane was added to the column in 1 – 2 
increments. Accurately measured volume of 8 – 10ml of the 
eluent was collected and labeled (Nkpaa et al., 2013).  
 
Gas Chromatography Analysis: The concentrated aliphatic 
fractions were transferred into labeled grass vials with rubber 
clip cap for gas chromatography analysis. 1μl of the 
concentrated sample was injected by means of hypodermic 
syringe through a rubber septum into the column. Separation 
occurred at the vapor constituent partition between the gas and 
liquid phase. The sample was automatically detected as it 
emerges from the column (at constant flow rate) by the flame 
ionization detector (FID) detector whose response is dependent 
upon the composition of the vapor (Nkpaa et al. 2013). 
 
Chromatographic conditions: The gas chromatography was 
Hewlett Packed 5890 series II, gas chromatography apparatus, 
coupled with flame ionization detector (FID) (Hewlett 
Packard, Wilmington, DE, USA), powered with HP 
chemstation Rev.  

A 09:01 (10206) software to identify and quantify compounds. 
The GC operating conditions were as specified by the 
procedural manual (Nkpaa et al., 2013).  
 
Statistical analysis: Statistical significance was assessed using 
a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Comparisons of 
PAHs levels between species within sites were made using 
student t-test while one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
was performed to compare PAHs levels between species across 
sites with the statistical package SPSS 14.0.2 (SPSS Inc., 
Chicago, USA). 
 

RESULTS  
 
The average and total concentrations of polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs) (mg/kg wet wt.) are presented in Table 
1. A total of 9 and 16 PAHs were analyzed for in waterleaf 
from Rumuosi and Choba, respectively. Average 
concentrations of these PAHs ranged from 8.0E-5 to 1.03E-2 
mg/kg wet wt, with a total PAHs of 1.25E-2 and 3.45E-2 for 
waterleaf in Rumuosi and Choba, respectively. Waterleaf had a 
highest value of 4.0E-3 for fluoranthene and 1.03E-2for 
benzo[a]anthracene in Rumuosi and Choba, respectively. Also, 
a total of 10 and 12 PAHs were analyzed for in pumpkin from 
Rumuosi and Choba, respectively. Average concentrations of 
these PAHs ranged from 3.0E-5 to 1.02E-2 mg/kg wet wt, in 
Rumuosi and ranged from 1.0E-5 to 1.6E-3 mg/kg wet weight 
in Choba, with a total PAHs of 6.65E-2 and 6.88E-3 for 
pumpkin in Rumuosi and Choba, respectively. Pumpkin had a 
highest value of 1.02E-2 for benzo[a]anthracene and 1.6E-2 for 
phenanthrene in Rumuosi an Choba, respectively. Moreover, a 
total of 14 and 15 PAHs were analyzed for in bitterleaf from 
Rumuosi and Choba, respectively. Average concentrations of 
these PAHs ranged from 6.0E-6 to 1.28E-2 mg/kg wet weight, 
in Rumuosi and ranged from 1.0E-5 to 3.4E-3 mg/kg wet 
weight in Choba, with a total PAHs of 1.28E-2 and 1.09E-2 for 
bitter leaf in Rumuosi and Choba, respectively. Bitter leaf had 
a highest value of 1.02E-2 for fluorene and 3.4E-2 for 
benzo[a]anthracene in Rumuosi an Choba, respectively. The 
concentration of PAHs in the vegetables from Rumuosi were 
in the following ascending order: Pumpkin ˃ bitter leaf ˃ water 
leaf, whereas in Choba, they were in following ascending 
order: water leaf ˃ bitter leaf ˃ pumpkin. 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
Exposure pathways of PAHs for food include bio-
concentration from soil and ingestion of PAH-contaminated 
particulate matter along with food (Meador et al., 2006). PAHs 
can readily be adsorb by plants via particulate organic matter 
such as soil sediments (Raoux et. al., 1999). Possible 
anthropogenic sources of PAHs include combustion of 
petroleum, automobile tire, and wood and vehicle emission. 
PAHs may then be transported from their points of release to 
the coastal environment via surface runoff and atmospheric 
deposition (Lipiatou and Saliot, 1991). The measure PAHs in 
all the vegetables were significantly higher above permissible 
limit of PAHs allowed in food crops (USEPA, 2000). The 
presence and bio-concentration of PAHs in these vegetables is 
a serious matter of concern in the study sites. The presence of 
PAHs in these vegetables is possibly due to the high rate of 
hydrocarbon combustion present in the study area and local 
physical mixing, which can result in re- suspension of bottom 
sediments and redistribution of PAHs in the environment 
(Jurado et. al., 2007), thereby, exposing vegetables to PAHs.  
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The observed differences in PAH bio-concentration in the 
vegetables may be attributed to differences in bio-
concentration rate of the different vegetables feeding. The 
levels of concentrations of contaminants such as PAHs in 
environmental media may reflect the state of contamination of 
the environment (Lanfranchi et. al., 2006) and, therefore, the 
observed levels of total PAHs in the vegetables in this study 
indicate high levels of PAH contamination in Rumuosi and 
Choba. PAHs are also known to cause adverse health effect 
such as endocrine alteration (Meador et al., 2006), growth 
reduction (Christiansen and George, 1995), cancer, mutations 
and birth defects and DNA damage (Caliani et. al., 2009) in 
human. This result is important to the Government regulatory 
agencies due to fact that the population living around the study 
areas may be exposed to substantial levels of PAHs in 
commonly consumed vegetables. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The study has established that PAHs concentrations measured 
in the vegetables from Rumuosi and Choba are high and, thus, 
consumption of these vegetables may pose significant health 
risk to the populace who consume them on a regular basis. The 
communities in the study area should take a proactive and 
public stand against individuals who engage in illegal activities 
such as combustion of hydrocarbon materials, bunkering and 
artisanal refining. These activities result in a huge 
environmental footprint, seriously impacting livelihood and 
public health. 
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PAHs concentration Waterleaf  Pumpkin  Bitter leaf   

 Rumuosi  Choba Rumuosi Choba Rumuosi Choba 
Naphthalene ND 1.42E-3 4.0E-3 2.0E-4 ND ND 
2- methyl Naphthalene ND 1.9E-3 ND 1.0E-5 6.0E-6 7.0E-4 
Acenapthylene ND 5.3E-4 ND ND 6.0E-4 7.1E-5 
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Dibenz [a,h] anthracene 4.0E-4 2.0E-4 3.1E-3 8.0E-4 1.2E-5 4.0E-5 
Total PAHs 1.25E-2 3.45E-2 6.65E-2 6.88E-3 1.28E-2 1.09E-2 
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